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FX Date
Days 
ago Speaker Bias Relevant Points

USD 30.09.22 0 Barkin Neutral Fed will continue with tighter policy and not declare victory prematurely, promising 
sings inflation are easing but may take time to show up in data, inflation progress 
won't be predictable.

Brainard Dove Monetary policy will need to be restrictive for some time, committed to avoiding pulling 
back on rate hikes prematurely, risks may become two-sided at some point, Fed is 
attentive to financial vulnerabilities that could be exacerbated by additional adverse 
shocks.

Daly Neutral Additional rate hikes are the right thing to do but how high rates will go depends on 
data, no pre-set course, starting to see the benefits of rate hikes with the housing 
market cooling, we need to see a lot of relief on inflation.

29.09.22 1 Bullard Hawk We will probably need "higher for longer" on rates than markets anticipated. Jobless 
claims were "super low", unemployment rate at 4.5% would still be healthy, imperative 
to avoid 70s style inflation. Real rates in positive territory is encouraging sign, have to 
be careful not to over-interpret a decline in inflation.

Daly Neutral Expects to raise rates further in coming meetings and early 2023, 4-4.5% by year-end 
and 4.5-5% in 2023, expects to hold rates steady for at least all of 2023, actual path 
will depend on data, have gotten rates to neutral. More sustainable path for the 
economy necessitates higher interest rates and a downshift in pace of economic 
activity and labour market, inducing a deep recession is not warranted or necessary, 
many risks to a soft landing.

Mester Hawk Still not in restrictive territory, not at a point where we should think about stopping 
rate, I'm a little bit above the median path reflected in September, US economy has so 
far handled Fed tightening. Challenging situation for the BOE, needed to intervene 
because market was not functioning properly.

28.09.22 2 Bostic Dove 75 bps rate hike is baseline in November, 50 bps in December. Rates need to be 
moderately restrictive around 4.25-4.50% by year-end, inflation not moving down fast 
enough, economy and labour market have considerable momentum, signs that 
demand has begun to cool, expects growth to be below trend. No sign of dysfunction 
in the bond market.

Daly Neutral Wants to bring inflation down but not tip economy into a recession.
Evans Neutral Current FFR not nearly restrictive enough, good place would be 4.50-4.75% by year-

end or March 2023, policy should sit at that range for a time, expects the Fed Funds 
Rate to top out by March. Consensus that the FFR should continue to go up, at some 
point we will have to slow rate hikes a little bit.

27.09.22 3 Bullard Hawk US policy rate arguably in restrictive territory, more hikes to come, have to stay at 
higher rate for some time, likely peak is at 4.5%. Serious inflation problem in the US, 
credibility of inflation targeting is at risk, strong labour market provides room to take 
care of inflation. Recession risk but more on global basis than US.

Evans Neutral Expects to raise rates further and hold for quite a while, outlook is roughly in line with 
4.25-4.50% at year-end, Fed's actions will result in below-trend growth and softening 
in the labour market, at some point it will be appropriate to slow pace of rate increases 
and assess the impact on the economy.

Harker Neutral Housing shortage is a key driver of inflation surge, inflation is far too high across many 
categories.

Kashkari Dove Need to keep tightening policy until compelling evidence that inflation is heading down 
then sit there and pause. Won't be cutting rates when the economy weakens. 
Committed to price stability and the market understands that, moving at an 
appropriately aggressively pace but there's a risk of overdoing it. Rents and wages 
continue to rise and this is stickier inflation.

Powell Neutral There's a real need for more appropriate regulation on decentralized finance.
26.09.22 4 Collins Inflation remains too high, job number one is to bring it down, the labour market is hot, 

demand clearly exceeds the economy's capacity right now, important to see "clear 
and convincing" signs inflation is falling, this will need a somewhat higher 
unemployment rate, achieving a modest slowdown is challenging but achievable, 
policy decisions will be guided by incoming data.

Logan Dove Inflation is way too high.
Mester Hawk Further rate hikes needed, current policy rate not at neutral yet, will need restrictive 

stance for some time, rates won't come down next year, will be very cautious and 
need several months of declining inflation, inflation expectations not as well anchored 
as would hope. Need to see rates affect inflation and we haven't seen that yet. At 
some point it will be a case of balancing risks but this is not the moment. No active 
discussion of possible MBS sales.
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25.09.22 5 Bostic Dove Need to do all we can to bring inflation down, need to have a slowdown in the 
economy, there will be some job losses.

EUR 30.09.22 0 Visco Dove Significant worsening of economic outlook is cause for concern, rates must keep 
rising, rate hikes could have the biggest impact after the economy has already 
slowed, approach to policy tightening will be defined based on data meeting by 
meeting.

29.09.22 1 De Cos Dove QT could create market turmoil in certain segments, supply may outgrow demand and 
liquidity may dry up, policy rates are a more effective tool to tighten monetary policy. 
ECB could decide to start reducing asset stock earlier than markets anticipate.

Kazaks Hawk Big step in October is appropriate, ECB should start discussing QT now, weak Euro 
does not help with inflation.

Lane Dove Will not achieve 2% inflation target unless we normalize policy, ECB still trying to 
reach neutral, not yet taking a stand on whether that will be enough, European 
economy stalling because of energy shock.

Müller Hawk Significant rate hike is needed in October, too early to say how much in terms of bps.
Rehn Neutral Small rate hikes not enough in current situation, significant hikes are needed, either 

75 bps or 50 bps, expects to get to neutral rate by Christmas. Better to frontload to 
keep inflation expectations anchored, prospect of a recession in the Eurozone has 
become more likely.

Simkus Hawk My choice would be to hike by 75 bps at next meeting, 50 bps is the minimum.
28.09.22 2 Holzmann Hawk 50 bps is minimum next month, 100 bps is currently too much, 75 bps would be a 

"good figure", still some way from neutral.
Kazaks Hawk Expects 75 bps in October and smaller steps after that.
Kazimir n/a 75 bps a very good option to keep pace of tightening, consensus we want to reach 

neutral, no consensus on where that is (!!!).
Lagarde Dove Will continue to hike rates over the next several meetings, need to give a strong signal 

we won't allow inflation expectations to unanchor.
Rehn Neutral ECB requires a "significant" rate hike in October, be it "75 or 50 bps or something 

else".
27.09.22 3 Centeno Rate hike cycle will continue, there's no de-anchoring of inflation expectations in 

Europe
De Guindos Dove Will continue raising rates over the coming months, number and size of hikes will be 

determined by data, growth will be below 1% in base case, higher rates will have 
impact on corporate solvency. Slowdown in growth will not be enough to bring down 
inflation.

Villeroy Neutral Any French recession would be limited and transitory.
26.09.22 4 De Guindos Dove Further rate hikes will depend on incoming data, ECB has tools to fight fragmentation, 

fully committed to 2% inflation target. Q3 and Q4 data points towards zero growth in 
Eurozone.

Lagarde Dove Expects to raise interest rates further over the next several meetings, wants to reach 
neutral and then decide if more action is needed. Inflation risks are primarily to the 
upside, recent above-target revisions to inflation expectations warrants continued 
monitoring, depreciation of the Euro has added to inflationary pressures. Expects 
activity to slow substantially in the coming quarters. ECB will not activate TPI if a 
blowout in yields is due to policy errors at home.

Nagel Hawk Decisive rate hikes are needed, high risk that inflation expectations get unanchored.

GBP 29.09.22 1 Pill n/a Fiscal easing will require a significant and necessary monetary policy response in 
November, yesterday's operation was intended to prevent painful and self-fulfilling 
market dynamic, was not a monetary policy operation, not intended to cap or control 
longer-term interest rates. 

Ramsden Hawk Alert to further signs of stress, BOE purchases will be unwound in an orderly manner 
once risks ebb.

28.09.22 2 Statement BOE will carry out temporary purchases of long-dated gilts to restore orderly market 
conditions, purchases will be on whatever scale is necessary to achieve this outcome, 
will be strictly time-limited from today until October 14, MPC's target of 80 bln GBP 
stock reduction annually remains unaffected, beginning of gilt sales postponed to 
October 31.

27.09.22 3 Bean (ex deputy 
governor)

Emergency bank meeting may have made sense, "The key thing is, if you call it, you 
have to take significant action".
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Pill n/a BOE likely to deliver a significant policy response to announced tax cuts in November, 
hard not to come to the conclusion that a significant response will be required. Ready 
to take unpopular decisions. Repricing of assets reflects normalisation after decade of 
easy policy, MPC views market development through price stability lens, recent 
developments add to challenge on inflation target. Not selling gilts into a disorderly 
market.

26.09.22 4 Statement MPC will make a full assessment at its next scheduled meeting of the impact on 
demand and inflation from the government's announcements and the fall in GBP. Will 
not hesitate to change interest rates as necessary to return inflation to 2% target. 
Monitoring developments in financial markets very closely in light of the significant 
repricing of financial assets.

NZD 26.09.22 4 Orr New Zealand's tightening cycle is very mature but there's still a little bit more to do.

CAD 26.09.22 4 Macklem Inflation is too high, interest rates need to go up to slow spending and give the 
economy time to catch up.

CHF 26.09.22 4 Maechler Declines to comment on further interest rate moves, ready to buy foreign currencies if 
CHF is too strong and buy CHF if it is too weak, the impact of the exchange rate on 
inflation is important and not a set level. Sees a weakening economy but no recession 
in Switzerland.

JPY 26.09.22 4 Amamiya Will seek to achieve price goal sustainably through monetary easing, Japan's 
economy is picking up, must watch carefully how FX moves affect prices and the 
economy.

Kuroda Intervention was the appropriate move, don't think government's intervention and 
BOJ's policy are contradictory. Retracts comment that rate guidance would stay 
unchanged for 2-3 years. Uncertainty over Japan's economy extremely high, must 
keep up ultra-easy policy, ready to take various easing steps without hesitation as 
needed if risks to Japan's economy materialize.

Shinohara (ex 
currency 
diplomat)

Further yen buying intervention will be limited in scale, aimed at smoothing volatility 
rather than defending a certain exchange rate.

Suzuki (FinMin) No change to stance we will respond to market moves as needed, both government 
and BOJ are concerned about weak yen.


